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Overview:

➢ Offline policy learning from logged data

➢ Previous works solve the case of "known rewards"

➢ Setting of interest: "known rewards + missing rewards"

➢ Proposed learning objectives for this setting

➢ Demonstrations (experiments)



Offline policy learning from logged data

▪ There is a set of contexts     and a (finite) set of actions      

▪ Rewards:            for pairs

▪ Logging policy:            

▪ Goal: learn a parametrised policy       

▪ Quality metric:                                   (expected reward)



Previously considered setting:

"known rewards" data

▪ Dataset:

Assumed:

▪ Propensity scores:

▪ Known rewards:                



Previous works (some of them)



Setting of interest:

"known rewards + missing rewards" data

▪ Known rewards data:

▪ Missing rewards data:

▪ Question: Possible to use both to learn a better policy?



Risk estimators based on the IPS

▪ Based on the IPS:

▪ Based on the truncated IPS:

➢ Truncation threshold:



Bound on the risk via the IPS estimator

Notice:

➢ The KL terms are reward-free!



Reward-free regularisation

Estimation of the KL terms:



Algorithm:



Experiments details

▪ Datasets:  Fashion MNIST,  CIFAR-10
(supervised to bandit conversion)

▪ Softmax target policy, linear:

▪ Softmax target policy, neural:

▪ Softmax logging policy, neural:



Experiments results



Semi-supervised batch learning:

▪ Logged "known rewards + missing rewards" data.

▪ Reward-free regularisation for using "missing rewards" data.

▪ Reasonable results on benchmark classification sets.

Concluding remarks



Thank you!
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